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Greetings from Psychic, Medium Kelly Bowman. I am your host and organizer of The Gift of Light Expos. We are
extremely pleased to have you for another fun-filled and empowering weekend. Please enjoy all the seminars
and classes you can handle, along with the gifted people filling these booths. We have strategically chosen the
vendors and the speakers all for a higher learning experience. May the Grace of the Angels follow you always
and enjoy the show.
Learn about “The Power of Quantum Healing through Visualization” Kelly will show her secret and never shown before
technique on how to heal yourself and others through intent and special extraction. Through her years of Reiki study and
practice , she developed her own style of healing for herself. After seeing how it worked on her and others, she began to
practice it more on the Earth itself. Kelly is a medical empath and inspirational teacher and healer. She has been a professional psychic for
over 30 years and paranormal investigator and cleaner of negative energy. She is also a frequent guest on QFM96 Morning show with Torg &
Elliott.
Learn how to “Manifest your dreams through Giving up!” Yes! Come hear a motivational seminar with Kelly on who you are and how to get
everything you want! Inspirational messages will be given. After class, She will recommend you to a psychic at the expo that fits your needs!

SADA NAM SINGH - “Healing Chakra Meditation, Reiki, & Gong Bath” Sada Nam became a devoted yogi in 2007 when
he started taking yoga courses at the Ohio State University. He attended 4 years of level 1, level 2, and 600 level courses
covering many branches of yoga and including asanas, pranayama, meditation, history, anatomy, and ayurvedic medicine. He
has taught yoga and well-being workshops at festivals and conventions around Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, and Georgia. Now, he
teaches Kundalini yoga in the tradition of Yogi Bhajan with the goal of uplifting, energizing, and healing people through the
realization of our true potential.

Camille Jarmuz - “Weight Release & Age Reversal Hypnosis” Camille holds a BA in Psychology from Canisius
College of Buffalo, NY and is Certified by the National Guild of Hypnotists of Merrimack, NH, as a Certified
Consulting Hypnotist and an active member of the International Hypnosis Federation of Rancho Palos Verdes,
CA as a Spiritual Counselor Specialist. Camille travels North America offering Keynote Motivational Speeches and
Transformational Healing Weekend Programs. She also offers group classes and one-on-one sessions for
Transformational Intuitive Hypnosis, Reiki, Divine Guidance Readings and Healings, and Intuitive Healing Facials
via phone, skype and office appointments in Williamsville, New York.

Shari Lynn: “Embracing the Fall of the 3rd Dimension” - Shari will discuss the Higher Dimensional assistance streaming
into our Now elevated consciousness. You are incarnated at this time to do great deeds and assist humanity in its
evolution! Learn what it means to let go of a limited consciousness, Embrace a New World in a New Way, and usher in
New Vibrational Healing and Sustainable Ways of Living.
Shari Lynn is a gifted insightful visionary and energy worker with over 30 years of study in the Esoteric. A UFO Contactee
and Activator of Higher Dimensions Shari empowers others to embrace this Awakening of Humanity to be Ambassadors of
Peace and Healing. Shari shares through her own experiences and work with Higher Dimensions to shift old paradigms to
welcome the New Earth Humanity. Shari Lynn is the Creator of Pleiadean Cosmic Healing Discs and The Global InterGalactic

Carol Ruth: “Astrology & Tarot Basics” - For over 40 years, Carol Ruth has been reading for people who needed
guidance in their lives. She has studied many areas of the Psychic Realms, acquiring the tools and knowledge necessary that
any good counselor should possess. She is a Psychic and a Professional Astrologer (PMAFA), with an Accreditation Certificate
Awarded in 1986, which is recognized in the World.
Psychic Readings include Tarot Cards, Psychic Intuitive impressions, and Contact with Spirit. Sessions are not only about the
future, but may reference the path an individual could follow in order to see and complete their life's purpose. Most of her
clients do realize this, when Carol Ruth a "WayShower", has revealed personal information and timing to them.
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Speakers
Shirley J. McLain ND & Maren Schwital ND - Reduce Stress & Fear Response with Herbal
Support. Explore modern health care challenges, causes and nutritional support to optimize a
healthy life force with core cellular healing. Learn how to regenerate the body and mind’s
instinctual wisdom to heal by remembering our core life force essence. Explore the tools to
support the body’s natural defense to the major diseases. Understand the connections with
sugar metabolism and virus, bacteria, fungus, hormonal & emotional challenges. Discover the
links in heart disease, blood pressure & cancer.Shirley & Maren have over 25 years experience in
herbal nutrition, bodywork techniques including cranial sacral, visceral manipulation, and have
an extensive movement, biomechanics and ergonomic back round. Their intuitive skills are paired with evidence based research &
science using the tools of the herbal & nutritional kingdom as well as bio mechanical and visceral integration & intervention. They
are authorized to teach the work of renowned phytotherapist and founder of MediHerb Australia, Kerry Bone’s work to their
students in Germany, Switzerland, and Italy with their International company and clinic for healthcare practitioners, Dance
Synergy Movement & Bodywork Art Ltd. Both are also consultants for Standard Process organic foods and one of the few
consultants internationally for heart health with the endocardiograph designed and pioneered by the founder of Standard
Process, Dr. Royal Lee.

Patti Tatro - “The Vision Workshop - 3 Keys to Achieving Your Dream Life ” - The Power of Vision - 3 Keys to Mastering
Your Results Create A Life You Truly Love Living This is a dynamic and experiential workshop where you can get crystal clear on
your dreams and goals, and learn the 3 most important keys for turning your dreams into reality. Discover: The 2 'Hidden"
Signals the Universe is Sending You RIGHT NOW! The Most Powerful Question You Can Ask Yourself. The 3 Most Common
"Dream Traps" & How to Avoid Them. Bio: As a Certified Transformational Coach and Master Energy Healer, Patti Tatro can
help you design and manifest a life that's in harmony with your soul's purpose. Patti has 40 years experience as a Healthcare
Professional, has devoted three decades to practicing and implementing transformational success principles and is Licensed/
Certified in many alterative healing modalities. Patti is an inspiring speaker, passionate educator, energy healer and highly sought after
Transformational Coach.

Joe Estes: “Tarot and Oracle Decks 101” - Come have fun with Joe and learn the basics of tarot cards. Joe has been
practicing witchcraft and Tarot since May 1991. I have always known when things would happen or how certain events would
turn out. His purpose was to make me stop ignoring my gifts as a naturally intuitive psychic and healer. I am offering you my
services as a natural intuitive psychic and healer. Deep down we all have a need to know. Let me help you with questions
about your life, health, lover, children, parents, siblings, work, money, animal companions.

Kaye Smith: "Introduction to Animal Reiki" Kaye has completed Reiki Master and Animal Reiki Training at The Reiki Center
and serves as director of the Animal Wellness program. She has 15+ years of pet rescue and dog training experience along with
many human and animal volunteer hours through stone soap project, The Center’s Non-profit. Kaye has experience using Reiki to
find good homes for animals , while assisting their people who love them to keep them happily together for life. She shares her
life with husband, four dogs and their cat while fostering dogs to find their forever home. Kaye offers Animal Reiki to discover
how to take a more active role in your pet’s health and wellness. Email her at: TheReikiCenterKaye@gmail.com

Charlina Hubbard: “Universal Archangels, Angels, teaching us how to connect with God's messengers daily ” Retired M.Ed. Teacher : Baltimore MD; Augusta, GA, Philadelphia, PA ,Columbus, OH, Reynoldsburg, OH Whitehall, OH and
Bexley, OH Elementary Middle School High School ( Masterman School in Philadelphia, PA for the Gifted grades 5-12) Philadelphia
Community College Coppin State University -Teaching Assistant State of Ohio Teacher of Male Inmates GED Instruction -Life Skills
{Math, English, Social Studies, Science} Paralegal - Law Library Job Skills Training Workshop. Teacher of Angel Communication
Angel Haven March 2013 – Present (5 years 1 month) Angels are God's messengers; they are available to everyone, everywhere
24/7. We are here to show you how to take time out of your BUSY lives to relax and communicate with them. Angel blessings!

The Columbus Veg Community (CVC) Inc. is a 501 (c)(3) animal protection organization that strives to protect
animals, the environment, and human health by engaging in grassroots efforts to share the benefits of plant-based
lifestyles with the community. Throughout each year, the CVC participates in or hosts: Paid-Per-Views,
documentary screenings, veg food sampling events on OSU's campus, community dinners for those in need, public
lectures with renowned speakers, Sunrise Sanctuary clean-ups, peaceful demonstrations against animal
entertainment, presentations on plant-based living to local organizations and high school classrooms, and our
largest event of the year: a community ThanksLiving dinner!
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Judy Hansen: “What your vibes are saying about you” - If you’re familiar with feeling restless and doubtful that
you’ll ever live your dream because you’ve been moving through life feeling like an extra in someone else’s movie,
together- by you and I working together, you feel empowered and able to fulfill your dreams.
Whether you’re a person with an entrepreneurial spirit who wants to discover your soul’s purpose by owning your
spiritual gifts or someone who’s seeking more in life, I’ve got the golden-key to your success. I AM Judy, One-Speak, a
Spiritual Life Coach, teacher and empowerment mentor helping heart centered soulful entrepreneurs self-realize by illuminating their
unique magnificent DNA blueprint. I know that’s a mouthful. Hang in there! I help soulful individuals just like you to re-discover themselves
quickly, easily eliminating energetic blocks and transforming into the best version of themselves. I’ve spent my life honing my intuition so
that I can be a better listener for you. I’m here to empower you.

Sharon Jones: ”Enjoy Abundance Now!” - Transformational & Wellness Coach. An interactive class removing blockages,
and old patterns, so you can transform your life into the new reality of Abundance and joy! Sharon L. Jones has been assisting
others for over 20 plus years within the metaphysical, spiritual and Alternative Health arenas. Sharon is the owner of the
Enlightening Center based here in the Columbus area offering services and training in person and online to those around the
world.

Marcie Matlock: At Mahana Wellness we believe that a great massage can restore the harmony between the attitude of your
mind and the movement of your body. We believe that a great massage can improve the quality of your life. We do this by
using a holistic approach. We review your health history and goals to determine the most effective massage techniques that will
give you the largest benefit. We are relentless in our desire to enhance your total wellness.

Helen LaLousis - "I am a light worker walking this planet co-creating with the Divine for the greater good of all." Gem
Infused Essential Oils to Raise Spiritual Vibrations and Create Balance. This sample Chakra Balance Meditation was
designed to practice anywhere you can find a peaceful quiet space away from any outside noise or distractions. As with
all of Simply Sacred Oil’s™ products, everything starts with positive intention. From the time I was very young, my life has
been heavily influenced by my spiritualism, natural curiosity and my passion to improve my world. The universe has
drawn me to numerous gifted individuals whose abilities transcend our five senses. Many have demonstrated the
verifiable ability to communicate with friends and family who have passed from their earthly existence. Others have
demonstrated a phenomenal accuracy at prognostication. Others are tapped into the energy fields of everything on this earth, including
our bodies. These mentors have helped direct me along my journey and provided focus when my attention strayed. Through their
intercession, I have received guidance and encouragement that continues to shape my work and has taught me many valuable lessons. I
found that application and aromatherapy of pure essential oils was very effective with accelerating my recovery and overall perspective.
This led me to reach out to my friends and confidants that have extensive knowledge and a combined 60 years’ worth of experience with
essential oils on the one hand, and crystals, minerals and gem stones on the other.
www.SimplySacredOils.com www.facebook.com/simplysacredoils - Come visit my booth!

ROSS A. FILLMORE: I grew up in northern and west central Ohio. I went to college in Bradenton, Florida, majoring in Speech
Communication and theater. Although I had the typical “Midwest” upbringing, I discovered at a very early age that I was
intrigued by the unconventional. My curiosity had led me into some fascinating fields of interest. I have always been on a
Spiritual path, but I never fully realized it until recently. My interest in metaphysics includes card readings, psychic development,
mediumship, energy healing, crystal skulls, ghosts, ancient alien theories, cryptozoology, and out-of-body experiences. My
hobbies are wide and varied. I was a member of the local bonsai society for many years, acting both as board member and
newsletter editor. Lately, my primary horticultural interest has been daylily hybridization. Presently, I have twenty-one registered daylily
varieties with more on the way. I play several musical instruments including clarinet, saxophone, didgeridoo, and Native American flute. At age
thirteen, my mother taught me how to crochet. I have, since then, also taught myself tatting. My other interests over the years have included
ceramics, beading, egg carving, glass etching, solid surface sculpting, and Chinese water color. I also spend a lot of time working on my family
genealogy. By day, you’ll find me at my job at a local chocolate factory where I sometimes put my public speaking training to work giving
guided tours of the factory. Various times throughout the month, I can be seen working as a house manager for two of the historic theaters in
Columbus. I enjoy reading, music, movies, cooking, gardening, live theater, and sitting out on my “bistro” on warm summer evenings. I have
lived in Columbus, Ohio, with my partner Phillip since 1986. Presently, we have two Russian Blue feline children, Viktor and Vanka, who bring
us great joy, amusement, and companionship.
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Booth Listings
101 - Mama Panda’s Jewelry - Shannon Navin
102/104/106 - Stix & Stones
103 - Cindy Riggs, Psychic Medium
107/109 - Momma’s Rocks Inc.
121/123/222/224 - Barr’s Gems % Treasures
124 - Momentum 98 Relaxing Saunas!
125 - Major Arcana
126 - Sage Sister Tarot
127 - Higher Self Services
128 - Dragonfly’s Kiss
130 - Melinda Carver, Psychic Medium and Tarot
131 - WorldTrendz, Gifts and Apparel
132 - Henna Designs, Prayers to wear
133 - Ross Fillmore, Psychic and Didgeridoo!
134 - Readings by Elizabeth
138 - Columbus Veg Community
139 - Ohio Valley Herbal Products
141 - Ms. Margo, The Bone Reader
201 - Good Journeys, Jeffrey Poe
202/204 - Magnetar, Christopher Peters
203 - Fairhaven Tarot
205 - Natural Image Care
207 - Mystic Astrology and Angelic Guidance
208 - UTIGARD Art Studio & Healing Art
210 - MaHana Wellness Center
213 - A1 Aura & Chakra Photo
215 - The Healer’s Way
217 - BEMER Group and UFORIA
219 - Dance Synergy, Shirley McLain ND & Maren Schwital ND
221/322 - Mearth Star, Sherry Small
223/225 - Pagan Presence, Inc.
226 - Psychic Polly and Katrina Brooks, Psychic
228 - Dream’s of Stardolphin Visionary Artist
229 - Ellen Bone & Gayle Pelz, Psychics
231 - Wisdom Ways Living and Learning, Caren Truske
232 - Cornerstone Energetics, Tracy Butler-Martinez
233 - Inspired Life Solutions, Patti Tatro
234 - Mary’s Mystery Garden, Jewelry Art by Mary Drewnowski
237 - Becky Ratliff, Psychic and Angel Reader
238 - 2 Mediums at Large w/ Marjorie Rivera & Susan Averre
240 - Carol Ruth, Astrology & Tarot
302 - VA Apparel with Vickie Allen
304 - DoTerra

306 - Intuitive Life Coach Judy Hansen
307/309 - Universal Windows Direct
308 - Rosicrucian Information Booth, AMORC
310 - VTRENDZ, Apparel and Gifts
316 - Raymond Keller, Author
315/317 - “Silver Must Have” with Tina Schenk
318 - Energy Healings by Jessica & Helena Stephenson
320 - Silver Branch Healing Discs with Shari Lynn
321 - Merging Metals
324 - Psychic Sharon Sampsel
325 - Ionic Spa Foot Detox
326 - Simply Sacred Oils, Inc.
327 - Nancy Fairbrother, Tarot, Author, Speaker
330 - E.R.S.
332 - Vanessa Salazar, Psychic Medium
333 - Rev. Jimmie Burke, Psychic Medium
335 - Sharon Jones, Psychic, speaker, healer
337- Felecia Weinstein, Psychic, stones
338 - Judy Lekic, Auras and Aura photos
339 - Rob the Rock Guy
340 - In Spirit Arts
501 - ThunderGold
502 - Flutter-bye Boutique
504 - Mayan Treasures
505 - Rev. Francine Haydon & Rev. Stephen Haydon
*More booths have been added since the printing of this
program.

BOOTH #326

Speakers
Reverends Stephen and Francine Haydon - “Clearing and protecting yourself and your space” Francine is an
Intuitive, Tarot and Palm reader, Energy Healer (Crystal Surgery, Kolaimni, Medicine Wheel and Reiki) and Free Soul
International counselor and instructor. Francine and her husband, Steve, studied with and became hypnotherapists and
certified Medicine Wheel Rejuvenation and Reiki teachers for the state of Ohio through Dr. L.M. BlueHawks Stec.
Francine and her husband, Steve, also enjoy exploring the paranormal, and in January 2005 they became certified
Ghosthunters through Ghost Chasers International of Lexington, Kentucky. They use their psychic intuitive abilities along
with scientific EMF meters, temperature gauges, tape recorders, cameras and dowsing rods to detect and record
paranormal phenomena and to assist ghosts in crossing over. Through this work, they founded the Milford Paranormal Society with Monica
Vance and Robin Stapp of Enchanted Moments and continue to offer the Historic Ghost Walks of Milford on every Friday evening in October.
www.MilfordParanormalSociety.com

Steven Barr: Working with your Stones - Are rocks, gems, minerals. precious, semi-precious stones just
rocks? Do they have healing qualities? Can they fix things? Or... are they just cool, pretty, decorative Bling!
Come join Steven to learn more about ROCKS! Each stone can teach you something about it. Each stone has a
purpose and a meaning. Steve will help you identify your rock and what it does for YOU! A Fun Class!
Check out Barr’s Gems & Treasures
Felicia Weinstein - “LAW OF ATTRACTION” - Be the Master of your domain - Felicia is a psychic intuitive, empath, healer,
and master teacher. She utilizes her gifts and training this lifetime to assist and empower her clients to maneuver gracefully
along their life path. She is honored to provide past life readings and pass along messages from her clients’ Spirit Guides and
Angel’s assisting her clients with clarity, peace, and direction. Felicia is an advanced Master energy healer. She utilizes Reiki,
vibrational techniques, and Spiritual Response Therapy. SRT uses special charts and a pendulum exposing the patterns of
negative energy.

Melinda Carver: Clearing Negativity from Your Life
Explore the 5 variants that cause negative energy to affect all aspects of your life. Learn how to break negative
behavioral patterns and bad attitudes that sabotage your relationships. Discover the free or inexpensive tools in
your home, garden, grocery or new age store that will clear this negativity from your life today. Get positive, live
positive!
Diana Stahl: “Balancing Auras and Chakras” Explore how the universal energy is effecting you and the people around you. Find
out how you can protect yourself and your family from harmful energies. This class will help you become prepared for the new
energies. Dianna Stahl is an internationally known speaker, medical intuitive and bio field analyst. She has been featured on
local radio and television. Find us at the Expo E.R.S.

Renu Lal: The Miracle Of Symbols - Join Extraordinary henna artist Renu Lal and discover PRAYERS TO WEAR. By adorning
the body with Sacred symbols, you connect directly to the Spirits, Gods, and Goddesses in an effort to appease them and win
their favor. The traditional messages of henna are similar to prayer as it seeks to establish symbolic communication with forces beyond our comprehension. Renu shares the meanings of many traditional symbols and discusses with ones best enhance
your life purpose.
Designs are $20 and up depending on the size and intricacy of the pattern. Customers have options to choose a design, pick a
price or get a Free Reading with their own personalized henna symbols which are between $65 to $85.

Caren Truske: “Its all Energy! Raise your frequency Naturally” - Caren Truske ~ Wisdom Ways Living and Learning
Raise your frequency naturally! Sound, Movement and CBD; 5, 15, 20 min. Vibrational Sound Tuning and Brain Gym® Balance Sessions available! Text Caren 614-406-3612 to pre-register. Tuning forks, Brain Gym® materials, CBD Nutritional
and Hemp products for sale! Frequency Rising! Raising and Maintaining a Higher Vibration! Everything is Energy. Energy
vibrates! Free yourself from negative vibrations. Get unstuck. Ease your transformation process. Follow the path of greatest resonance. Join Certified Vibrational Sound Teacher/Coach and certified Brain Gym® Instructor Caren Truske for 6
simple tools and techniques you can use to raise and maintain a higher vibration easily!
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Vanessa Salazar: “ARCHANGEL CLEARING AND PROTECTION”
*THOSE ATTENDING THE WORKSHOP WILL RECEIVE AN ARCHANGEL CLEARING AND PROTECTION FREQUENCY
Every day we are all exposed to different kinds of non-beneficial and negative energy. Vanessa Salazar will explain how
negative energy can affect you, and she will also give you different tips and tools on how you can clear and protect yourself.
Vanessa will speak about her experiences with negativity and how she recognizes it and deals with it daily with the
guidance and protection from God and his angels. For all those attending the workshop, Vanessa will channel an archangel
clearing and protection frequency for all.
Vanessa is an accredited registered member of the International Practitioners of Holistic Medicine professionally offering
her services to clients since 2009 as a psychic medium, holistic practitioner and paranormal investigator. She connects and
channels divine universal energies; angels, guides, light beings, and energies from sacred sites anchoring them to promote
healing, and empowering others by directing energy where needed to bring about positive change. She also does non-beneficial/negative
energy clearings and spirit attachment clearings too on homes, objects and people. Vanessa also connects with spirits during readings and
paranormal investigations. She’s also certified in numerous holistic therapies such as Usui Reiki, Kundalini Reiki, Integrated Energy Therapy,
Jourei, Metatronia Therapy, and more. She is also a Deeksha Oneness Blessing Giver. Vanessa also offers a variety of psychic development
and angel workshops taught in a group setting or to individuals.

Ryan Brown: “Law of Attraction” Just what is abundance? Is it lots of money, lots of stuff that money can buy? That's what many
people believe. Join Ryan C. Brown, the owner and founder of Fit Minds United, in an exploration of the real meaning of money
and prosperity - and the secret to finding happiness... A gateway to creating the true abundance we all desire.

Diane Rankin: “Psychic Messages for Audience Members” Be among Diana’s audience to receive a psychic
message! Psychic medium and transformational life coach, national radio and television guest, international speaker and
author of six books Diana WOWs! you with her accurate and detailed messages and entertains you with her wit and
wisdom. Entertaining and amazingly accurate, Diana travels between the worlds and speaks directly with spirits in other
worlds to give you messages for your life on relationships, career, money, health; messages from loved ones who have
passed over; or messages about a beloved pet. Diana’s messages touch your heart as she works with your spirit guides
and angels to guide you for your highest purpose in life. She has the gift of looking into your soul and interpreting how
past lives and issues from the early years of this life are affecting you today. Diana tells you when your dreams will manifest and what is
required of you to bring forth the life you aspire to. Diana holds your heart with love as she provides practical guidance while helping you soar
to new heights of joy. Audience members who receive messages will be chosen at random. Bio: Award-winning author, storyteller, and former
college instructor, Diana Rankin, M.A.,is an internationally-known speaker who uses her knowledge of intuition, spirituality, and the world’s
ancient cultures to help people transform their lives to live with more meaning at a deeper and richer level. Diana has spoken to thousands of
audiences at public gatherings, business and health care groups, expos, and to private groups. She was a principal speaker at the International
Conference on Healing in Killarney, Ireland and the keynote speaker at the Whole Woman’s Workshop in Dayton, Ohio. Author of seven books
including 23 Days/A Celtic Journey, The Found Child, The Master’s Book of Answers, Joy, The Art of Living a Happy Life, and the soon to be
released Anna Grace & Epona, Celtic Goddess of Horses, Diana is an award-winning writer whose publishing credits include nonfiction, fiction,
and poetry in numerous national and online publications. Diana has an M.A. from Antioch University in Human Spirituality and a B.A. in
Humanities. She lives in rural Ohio with Daisy the dog, six cats, and an assortment of wildlife.

Christopher Salomone: TECHNIQUES IN RAISING YOUR LEVEL OF CONSCIOUSNESS with Christopher Salomone
Discussion of Principals and Theories from Master teachers and scholars on Raising your level of conciousness.
Teachings discussed from Eckhart Tolle, Rumi, channeled material, and others. Different types of meditations
described and explained. A live guided meditation from Christopher. Slides from a personal Native American
ceremonial retreat in Arizona presented. Closing comments and questions. BIO: Christopher Salomone
Christopher’s study of the esoteric principals includes years of personal studies with Indian Yogis such as Sai Maa,
Sadhguru, Mooji, Shaman Masters, and others. He has followed live trans-channeling sessions and studied many
channeled transcripts from many Masters. His work includes completion of Nassim Haramein’s Delegate Program
of Unified Physics scientifically exploring how we are all connected. Christopher leads live guided meditations and
has several guided meditations available on CD. Chris is a Reiki Master and Tarot Card reader. He is the father of two boys, and is an
amateur songwriter and musician. Guided Meditation CD collection available at: www.christophersalomone.com or contact
Christopher at csalomone@columbus.rr.com (614) 440-7740
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Speakers
Lee and Sherry Patterson: The Twin Flame Coaches and “Soul Searching your Truth” We provide an
ongoing partnership designed to help you produce fulfilling results in your relationship, life and spiritual
needs. As professional Coaches, We support individuals and couples who want to improve their
communication skills, adjust to change in their relationships, restore the passion that is missing, and enhance
the quality of their relationships, lives and spirituality. The focus of our sessions is on the present and the
future of your relationships, not on the past hurts, frustrations, and broken promises. We listen without
judgment, ask the insightful and sometimes difficult questions, and show you how to break away from the
fear that keeps you from total and open and honest communication. Our coaching is for people who desire positive changes in
their current relationships, lives and spiritual lives and are also willing to take responsibility for implementing the necessary
changes. During this wonderful journey we will provide a comfortable why, where you can be completely honest with yourself
or your partner to help you have a deeper more loving connection, mutual respect, and sensitivity for each other’s feelings and
opinions. It is our desire to support and enhance the skills and resources that you already have, as well as give our professional
advice when appropriate. We will work together to explore realistic options, establish a plan of action for moving the
relationship forward, work through any barriers, thus assisting you and your partner to reach your full potential.

Tracy Butler Martinez: “Ascension Mechanics & Introduction” - Tracy Butler-Martinez’s personal journey of
Awakening and healing began in 1998 when she became acutely aware of her natural abilities to feel others’ emotional
and physical pain. She also received messages for others and developed her gifts into intuitive counseling and massage
for her friends and family. In 2011, she began studying different physical and energetic modalities. She became an Ohio
state certified reflexologist and a Reiki Master in 2012 and has also studied EFT, Access Bars, and Oneness blessings, as
well as having a strong interest in astrology. Through these experiences, she discovered more about her role in being a
facilitator to help others heal themselves. After hearing about Marconics from a local group, Tracy knew that she needed to find out more
and received her first ‘No Touch’ session in September 2015. Immediately after the session, she decided to get the Marconic Quantum Recalibration, and her journey on the Ascension path began. In March 2017, Tracy began receiving messages from Spirit that she would become a steward for a new Ascension energy modality called Angel Reclamation, later incorporated into Cornerstone Energetics as the Advanced Session. In September 2017, she was finally ready to fully receive the Ascension Light codes, and they were activated within her to
share with humanity.

Geoffrey Fox: “Spirit Guides and their Roles” - is something that anyone who is working in the spiritual field should
understand. They play a very essential role in your work as a Psychic, Medium or Healer.
We all have Spirit Guides, they are very different from Angels, and this is something that many people find hard to distinguish between, whether you work in this industry or not. We have a wealth of information that we can tap into even if
we are not a psychic or a medium, but just by listening to that little voice that talks to us. This class will help you get comfortable working with your guides. Geoffrey Fox is a Psychic, Medium, Clairvoyant, Tarot Reader. He is also a Reiki Practitioner, Science of Mind (Affirmative Prayer) Practitioner, and a Registered Nurse. He retired from the health care industry
following a psychic awakening which healed him and changed the course of his life. He is available for Psychic readings, affirmative prayer
treatments, and distance healings. Appointments can be made on Higher Self Intuitive Services in Columbus, OH
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Psychic / Intuitive Medium
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614-887-9403

Speakers
CINDY RIGGS: Past Life Regression with Cindy Riggs: Do you believe you have lived before? Cindy Riggs is a
certified hypnotherapist who has regressed clients for 15 years, which can uncover details immediately helpful to this
lifetime. Cindy will briefly discuss reincarnation, some fascinating past life experiences she has had and witnessed, and
will guide the audience through a past life regression/hypnosis – an opportunity to experience (“see”) yourself in another
lifetime! Bio - Cindy Riggs Cindy Riggs has been communicating with the spirit world for more than 20 years and is a
trance channel of high-level consciousness such as spirit guides, Archangels, Ascended Masters, gods/goddesses,
extraterrestrials, collectives, and The Oneness (All That Is). Cindy is the author of the channeled books "Vishnu Speaks:
Messages Of Enlightenment From The Ancient Deity" and “Buddha Speaks: Messages From An Ascended Master”; and
also provides the podcast entitled “From Beyond: Interviewing Spirits, Channeling Insight.” In her private practice, she performs psychic/
spiritual guidance, Defragmenting, group channelings, hypnosis and past-life regression, energy bodywork, ghostbusting, and personal &
psychic development teaching/coaching. She is certified in Remote Viewing, and is a Reiki Master Teacher and Licensed Minister.
CindyRiggs.com

Diane Marie Goetz - “Astrology Messages for your Sun Sign” - Diane was a self- taught Astrologer for 10+ years
and then received her Diploma from Midwest School of Astrology in June 2014 after completing the intense 3-yr
study program. In 2010 and 2011, Diane completed the Fundamentals and Level One Mediumship classes at USCL
in Cincinnati. Using her unique of combination of Astrology knowledge and Mediumship she maintains an
astrology practice which includes private chart readings, parties and other public events. Her other interests
include exploring haunted locations, nature walks and cycling. She maintains a full time position as a Human Resources
Specialist.
Barbara Lanham: “Beginning Tarot, Beginning your path” - I started giving readings to my fiends when I was 8
years old, I used regular cards at first and got my first deck of tarot in my twenty's. I was born into a family of veils which
continues with my daughter Alex. My mother had precognitive dreams that were never wrong, visits with loved ones
that have crossed over have come through in my readings and in everyday life. My goal is to help people move forward
on their path and find peace in loss. I have talked to people on how tarot works and also how to listen and hear from our
loved ones, the in's and out's of spiritual journey and what is really needed.

John Talmage: “Stop Beating yourself up!” - John Talmage: John originally hails from upstate New York and after
leaving at a young age, travelled the far east as far as India and studied the values of eastern philosophies. Having been
classically schooled in principles of physics and applications to electricity, John developed a passion and interest in how
classic and quantum physics point toward things typically termed as metaphysical, paranormal, and spiritual. After
having a near death experience in early 2015, John became even more passionate in his research into the growing
bodies of evidence that indicate solid, irrefutable facts pointing to what western philosophies have often termed mystic,
ethereal, or simply wishful thinking. John’s message is one of unlimited possibilities with ways to connect to passion,
peace, and energetic balance.

Shella Baker Trego: “Paranormal Investigations” - Trego Founder and investigator Kindred Souls Paranormal
Springfield Ohio 937-789-7262 I am the founder of our investigations group of 6. We all have known each other since
young kids and all share the deep curiosity of the paranormal. Our goal is to find ways of communication and prove that
the spirit energy left behind can be intelligent and communicate. We formed late 2017 as a group but I personally have
been investigating in some capacity since the age of 14. I had many paranormal experiences as a child and young adult
that lead me to want to find out more. We use various methods of communication. ITC instrumental transcommunication Services. We use SLS Camera, digital recorders, various forms of divination. Divining rods, pendulum,
spirit board, and Tarot cards.

Nathan Norris: Triangle of Love - The Rosicrucian tradition dates back to the mystery schools of ancient
Egypt during the Eighteenth Dynasty, around 1500 BCE. In those schools, whose existence is now
recognized by most historians and Egyptologists, Initiates gathered to study the mysteries of creation;
hence the word "mysticism", literally meaning "study of the mysteries." A.M.O.R.C. currently extends to
the whole world. It includes several jurisdictions, each of them covering multiple countries sharing the
same language.
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